'IRAQ,
The principle that finance Bills were to be initiated only
by a Minister was, however, held to be still vital (Articles 44
and I04).1
It was agreed, moreover, that it was no longer necessary to
stipulate, in accordance with earlier provisions and with the
desires of the King himself, that Ministers should be responsible
to the King. Article 65 now made them responsible to Parlia-
ment.2 In addition, it was provided, again contrary to King
Faisal's wish that he be allowed latitude in choosing his
Ministers,3 that they should be members of one of the two
Houses (Article 63).d
On the question of protecting the Constitution from early
amendments, as had been provided for in each previous draft,
the Secretary of State now declared:
In view of the policy outlined in paragraphs 2 to 6 of this
dispatch,5 H.M. Government have no special interest in
recommending that provision should be made for no amend-
ment to the Organic Law to conflict with treaty obligations
since the existing treaty may be expected to have terminated
before the end of the eight years mentioned in this article.
At the same time it would greatly assist H.M. Government to
secure the admission of 'Iraq to membership to the League
of Nations if some provision were made in general terms for
the sanctity of international engagements entered into by the
Government of 'Iraq, not to be endangered by subsequent
amendments to the Organic Law.0
Although the Colonial Office had thus dropped its original
1	Dispatch S/S to H.C., April igth, 1923, note on Article 44.
2	Ibid., note on Article 65.
3	Letter, Middle East Department to Legal Secretary, Baghdad, April 4th,
1933, C.O. 10606/33.
* Dispatch, S/S to H. C, April i9th, 1923, note on Article 63, C.O. 19114/23.
It was eventually provided in the draft law that Ministers could hold office for
six months without belonging to Parliament: Minute on CO. File 2324/33.
5	Ibid., cited in part, supra.
6	Ibid., note on Article 119.  The Council of Ministers changed 8 years to
5 years in the Draft Law. In view of the Protocol) no objection was made to the
change: Letter, Judicial Adviser, 'Iraq Government, to Counsellor to High
Commissioner, September i9th, 1923, C.O. 48110/23.
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